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       1. Press “BREATH” or “FLASH” key when the light engine works, the machine 

           will run the effect of fading or strobe at the particular color when pressing. 

           If "FUN.OFF" is pressed, the current breathing or strobe effect will be cancelled

            and the program before will be restored.

      

Note: 

       

      

       2. After turned on, the light engine will automatically run the program which  

           was on when it was powered off.

   The Pairing key
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RF controller

JUMP4：White, Blue, Green and Red Jump

JUMP6：White, Blue, Green, Red, Yellow, Cyan Jump

FADE2：White and Blue Fade

FADE4：White, Blue, Green and Red Fade

FADE6：White, Blue, Green, Red, Yellow, Cyan Fade

COLOR SP ：+/- Color Cycling Speed Adjustment (7-tier)

BREATH ：+/- Breathing Effect (3-tier speed: 4s, 8s, 20s)

FLASH +/-    ： Strobe Effect (4-tier speed)

TWINKLE ：+/- (blank)

FUN.OFF ： Termination of Breathing/Strobe Effect

DMX ADDRESS: (Paring Key only, DMX function invalid)

  ( )   6-tier
b. Wrong ways of mounting : (see Fig.3)

Upside down Port Up

Ⅲ.Light engine set up

 Light engine control

a. Single unit:

 When a single light engine is running, press the "Master Button" (refer to Figure 4),

 and use the remote control to control the unit.

Master Button

DMX Signal Cable

Power Cord

b. When multiple units work synchronously, the light engines’ settings are

  as follows:

(1)  Pick up one light engine with the remote control function and turn on the unit. 

(2)  The "Master Button" of other units in the group remains as “OFF”

(3)  Use the remote control to control the light engine of which the "Master Button"

 is "ON", all units in the group will work synchronously.

In this group of light engines, there should be only one unit with its    
 "Master Button" on.

*

Master Light Engine

Master Button is ON

Slave Light Engine

Master Button is OFF

c. When a DMX512 console is connected to a group of units, the light  

engines’ settings are as follows:

(1) The "Master Button" of all light engines remains as "OFF". Now the DMX 

 address of all units is “001”by default.

(2) Control the light engines through the DMX512 console;

(3) If each light engine needs to have a different DMX address other than “001", 

please refer to “The remote control” for DMX address settings.

   Fig.4

   Fig.3

      

d. Number of DMX channels and corresponding function:      

CH1: 6 colors;     CH2: speed      motor;      CH3: NA;     CH4: dimming + strobe
      

Note: CH2 is linked with CH1, and it is valid when the value of CH1 is 0-127. 

          Usually CH2 is used in the DMX console programming.
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Press the "Master Button" and keep it on.
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